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ABSTRACT 

LBL-217 

Large isomer shifts in the M6ssbauer absorption line of the 6.25 keY y 

rays of 181Ta were observed with sources of 181W diffused into single crystals 

of Mo, Nb, .Ir, Pt,W and Ta and absorbers of Tametal and KTa0
3

. 

The high potential resolution inherent in the small natural width of the 

6 
... ... 181 (hj· 6 -11) .. . : 

.25 keVlevel.of Ta T = .. 7·10 eV has attracted the . interest of many 

researchers, and several papers have appeared, dealing mainly with the problem 

of observing the resonance at all [1,2]. Until now, resonance absorption has 

been observed only. in metallic Wand Ta lattices, a fact which prevented solid 

state applications. Only recently has the resonance been employed for measure-

ments of the· magnetic moment of the 6.25 keY state [3-5]. 

We report. here on a major improvement toward high-resolution Mossbauer 

. 181 
spectroscopy with the 6.25 keY y rays of Ta: we have observed large isomer 

",", 
shifts of the Mossbauer absorption line between};"Qurces of 181W diffused into 

single crystals of the 4d and 5d transition metals Mo, Nb, Ir, Pt, Wand Ta and 

absorbers of Ta metal and KTa0
3

. Single crystals were used to insure high

purity hosts and to preclude preferential diffusion along grain boundaries. The 

observed isomer shifts cover a range of 25 mm/s, corresponding to 8000 times the 
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natural width of the recoilles y rays, or 220 times the total minimum 

experimental linewidth that we have obtained up to now. 

The measurements were performed at room temperature with a sinusoidal 

electromechanical velocity drive [6] and a 2000 channel multichannel analyzer. 

The experimental technique and the procedure used for preparing the sources 

were similar to those described previously [4]. In the present experiment, 

however, the 18lw ~ctivity, after deposition on the single-crystalline metal 

samples, was reduced in an atmosphere of H2 at 850°C prior to diffusion under 

high vacuum at temperatures up to 2400oc. The resulting W concentration is 

estimated to be less than 1 a/o for all sources. The Ta metal absorber 

2 (4 rug/cm ) was the same one used in our previous work [4J. The KTa0
3 

absorber 

2 
(5 mg/cm ) was prepared from finely powdered 99.9% pure KTa0

3 
by sedimentation 

in a polystyrene-benzene solution on a 1/4 mil thick mylar foil. 

Some typical velocity spectra are shown in fig. 1. Dispersion-modified 

Lorentziari lines [3,4J were least-squares fitted to the spectra. The large 

range of the observed isomer shifts is clearly exhibited. Table I summarizes 

the experimental results. The errors quoted for the isomer shifts include a 

possible 0.5% inaccuracy of the absolute velocity calibration of the drive. 

The. amplitudes of the dispersion term 2~' , resulting from the least-squares 

fits, agree for all spectra within statistical error with our previously 

published value of 2~ = 0.30±0.01 [4]. 

Ip ca.s~s with a large isomer shift/linewidth ratio (Mo, Nb), the 
'( -. 

experiments were performed with small solid angles in order to prevent excessive '" 

geometrical broadening of the lines and a corresponding decrease in the 

observed resonance effect. Even at the solid angle of 47T/500, used for the 
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recording of spectrum (a) in fig. 1, the velocity at the line position of 

22.5 mm/s is still spread over a range of 0.10 mm/s. In all the other cases, 

geometrical broadening does not account for the linewidths observed. 

In all cases but 181Ta (pt) the product!:. < r2 > [lvP( 0) 1 host - 11jJ2( 0) 1 Ta] 

is negative. The isomer shifts in the 4d metals Mo and Nb are much larger than 

those in the 5d.metals. Clearly an interpretation based on· electronegativity 

arguments must fail completely. Instead one must consider the band structures 

of the host metals and their modification at .theimpurity site due to impurity 

scattering. The isomer shifts for y lines of Ru, Os, Ir, Pt and Au 

systematically show a decrease in 11jJ( 0) 12 ·1 t if the solute atom is incorporated 
so u e 

into the metallic lattice of an element on its immediate right in the periodic 

system, and vice versa. 
. 2 

We therefore infer that!:. < r > may be positive for 

the 6.2,5 keY y transition of 181Ta . 

The future use of 181W with much higher specific activity should yield 

sources of even higher quality, which would permit the study of very subtle 

solid-state effects. 

One of us (G.K.) gratefully acknowledges a postdoctorial fellowship 

by the Miller Institute for Basic Research in Science. 
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Table I. Isomer shift IS and half linewidth at half maximum W/2 obtained for 
the listed source and absorber combinations. 

ft,"". 

Source Absorber IS W/2 ,.-_/ lattice 
~·A [nunhd [nun/s] 

,. 

W Ta 0.860±0.Oo8 0.056±0.001 

Ta , Ta 0.075±0.004 0.092±0.003 

Nb Ta 15.26 ±0.10 0.095±0.030 

Mo Ta 22.50 ±0.13 o .1'll±0 . 014 

Pt Ta -2.86 ±0.06/ 0.25 ±0.04 

Ir Ta 1.29 ±0.20 0.80 ±0.13 

W KTa0
3 -7.25 ±0.14 0.75 ±0.10 
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FIGURE CAPTION 
.1 .• " " 

Fig, 1. 
18L~ . 

Absorption spectra of th~'6,25 keY y rays: (a) squrce:w(Mo), 

(b) 
181_( '. (. i8],,--( 

source: w W), both with Tameta1as absorber; c) source:' ,--,WW), 

absorber: KTa.0
3

, Adjacent point's' were added for the plots, and the solid ."~.,", 

curves represent the results,.of the 1east;,.,sqyares ·fits, 
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r-----------------LEGALNOTICE--------------------~· 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their, employ~es, nor 

. any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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